
Git Workflow
Understanding code management
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Download GitHub Mac
mac.github.com
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http://mac.github.com


Create local repo
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Name: any name will do. Project name might be more appropriate 
Local Path: choose a directory to act as your local repo



Sync with remote
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Sync with remote
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https://devel.cs.siue.edu/git/iosdice.git

Primary remote repository (origin) 
This is the remote repo for your group; use your team name.



Sync with remote
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Click on sync



Git background
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LVCS - Local Version Control 
System
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changes are kept in a local 
database



CVCS - Centralized Version 
Control System
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changes are kept in a 
centralized database. 

Offers collaboration 
among developers



DVCS - Distributed Version 
Control System
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full remote repo copies are kept in a  
local database. 

Any local repo could serve as a 
backup of remote repo



CVCSs store changes
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Git stores snapshots
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Git has integrity
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Each file is sum-checked before it is stored

No change goes unnoticed; no accidental overwrites

uses a 40 byte SHA-1 hash on file/directory contents:    
24b9da6552252987aa493b52f8696cd6d3b00373



Git has three states
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Modified

changes made but not 
committed to local repo

Staged

changed file staged to 
be committed

Committed

changes committed to 
local repo
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The high-level 
View

Cloud Master 
Repo

Original 
codebase

Merged 
codebase

forkA forkB

Original 
codebase

forkA: 
original

forkA: 
edited

pull/fork

merge

Local repo

forkA: 
committed

push



GitHub Mac Vocab
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Forking
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Makes a remote copy of a public repository 

Uses GitHub.com

http://GitHub.com


Cloning
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Makes a local copy of a remote repository



Committing
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Add a comment and click 
Commit and Sync master

Commits changes to local repo



Branching
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Create a branch rather than working on the 
master, especially when collaborating

Create a new branch when adding changes



Merging
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Merge the branch into the master

At some point you must make the branch part of the master


